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QISHORE DANDA Corporate Trainer
Mr.Qishore Danda, has close to two decades of experience
in dealing with students and IT professionals. He had rich
experience of working as a lecturer both in India and Abroad
in some of the best universities like Raffles and Binary.
He is associated with multinational companies like Infosys,
CSC and iSOFT. He worked in different departments and in
various capacities. The testimony of his abilities is starting
his career as a software engineer to becoming a Director
and also working through the length and breadth of various
verticals spanning Requirement Gathering, Testing, Quality
Assurance, Audits, Process Trainings to turn around of

“We don’t rise to
the level of our
expectations,
we fall to the
level of our
training.”

multiple high risk projects. He was a star performer and was awarded the Top Trainer on process training at Infosys. He
had trained best techies from IITs, Managers from reputed business schools and IIMs.
He Co-founded UniMindz Services & Technologies LLP, which is into Recruitment, Corporate Trainings and Software
Development. Their achievement was building a numero uno platform-EdVertex, which is being used by some of the
best universities like BITS, AMRITA, KIITS, PES etc.,
He started THE IKIGAI, Centre for Life Skills and visited various Universities and Colleges for College Connect and
Train the Trainer programs, to empower youth with the required life skills and providing career counselling. He is also

an Art of Living Teacher and is working on transforming lives of individuals and professionals by helping them
overcome stress and leading a quality life.

Training Methodology
Based on the experience gained from the work done for the last two
decades, they developed a unique training methodology which is called
Ashtang Marg. On a broader perspective, this methodology consists of
eight steps each flowing into the other.
Meeting with management | Understand concerns | Identifying stake
holders |Team meetings | Finalising parameters for improvement | Course
development | Conducting workshop or Project execution | Collecting
feedback.
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